Beep, Inc., headquartered in Orlando, Florida, offers autonomous mobility solutions to public and private
agencies and communities in controlled speed, geofenced areas as proof points for the safe testing of
autonomous vehicles on public roads. In the United States, Beep is currently operating the largest and
longest autonomous vehicle mobility network at a single site.

Jacksonville Transportation Authority - Jacksonville, FL
THE OPPORTUNITY
Jacksonville Transportation Authority (JTA) is looking to test multiple autonomous platforms at its closed
test track in Jacksonville, Florida. The initiative focuses on solutions such as autonomous shuttles and
autonomous kits that will be suitable for future deployment at scale throughout Jacksonville. By testing
multiple AV platforms, JTA is interested in gaining critical information for future applications of autonomous
transit vehicles as part of the overall enhancement of its public transportation system.
THE SOLUTION
Beep is participating in the test program by providing autonomous shuttles, and expert services supporting
technical and operational requirements. Beep is working with the agency to train and certify their operational
staff, test the various features and functions of the shuttles, and support key events that promote community
and industry awareness for JTA’s forthcoming U2C Project.
Part of the operational support includes training first responders on how to address potential incidents
involving autonomous vehicles. This training is one of Beep’s services and part of its mission to enable
innovators like JTA to advance their autonomous technology solutions in a way that is pragmatic and
practical, with a rigorous focus on public safety and security.
THE RESULTS
Beep has supplied JTA with a NAVYA autonomous shuttle and the country’s first Olli 2.0 by Local Motors
for its Test and Learn track. The partnership between Beep and JTA led to a public-private partnership with
Mayo Clinic in Florida as an extension of their test and learn program. The team was able to plan, deploy,
and manage a fully autonomous fleet of shuttles to transport COVID-19 samples collected from a drive-thru
testing site to another building on the property for testing. The self-driving shuttles at the Mayo Clinic with no
attendant onboard served two primary objectives. First, it freed up cycles for staff who would have otherwise
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had to transport samples thus enabling them to focus on other important tasks. Secondly, moving samples
autonomously also removed a level of human interaction with the tests and helped reduce exposure to
the virus.
“Those communities that prepare
themselves for this new technology will
be the communities that can leverage
it for economic development, helping
our customers travel more efficiently,
and most importantly, they need to do
it safely.” - Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr. Chief
Executive Officer (JTA)

THE BENEFITS
JTA is able to test multiple AV platforms at its closed test track and utilize the asset for public events in
order to gain feedback on general perception of autonomous vehicles. By deploying various form factors
and a variety of autonomous shuttles, this will enable JTA to gain critical information for the development
of the U²C program and other future applications of autonomous transit vehicles as part of its overall public
transportation system.
FUTURE PLANS
JTA has plans to redesign an existing Skyway in Jacksonville and modernize it by repurposing an outdated
automated people mover into an autonomous transportation network. The Ultimate Urban Circulator will
expand its existing automated people mover system into an urban circulator system that transitions to street
level to provide greater connectivity. The redesign will focus on an initial corridor and phased implementation
to other areas of Jacksonville, immediately following the initial buildout.
PARTNERS
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